Dear Editor,
Time serial microarray or RNA-Seq experiments were frequently used in searching specific genes or biomarkers associated with carcinogenesis, and subsequently in identifying novel cancer subtypes and implementing molecular cancer diagnosis (Chung et al., 2002; Liau and Whang, 2009) . Thus, developing methods to analyze time serial gene expression profiling remains ever important and is always a challenge.
Popular statistical methods, such as the Student's t-test, clustering and analysis of variance analyses, etc., are widely used in analyzing time serial gene expression data, and are successful for finding diseaserelated genes or biomarkers. However, there still are many general problems remaining to be solved. Some major problems in mining gene expression data include high false positives, low sensitivity and low overlap of genes found by different methods. In general, the reason for drawbacks can come from a variety of sources, but two main aspects may be behind the problems. First, almost all of the methods mentioned above used to ignore the continual changes of a gene during the whole stages of disease; secondly, they take no account of the continuous stabilities or conservative properties of time serial gene expression. In term of this, two approaches, multiclass ordinal analyses and multi-category logit model algorithm (Pyon and Li, 2009) , were presented and used in finding diseaserelated gene signatures and biomarkers. Both methods are based on a simple hypothesis that consistently increasing/decreasing expressed genes will show concordance/ discordance with cancer progressions.
However, due to the complexity and heterogeneousness of gene expression profiling, no methods can promise a perfect solution in analyzing this kind of data. This was also verified in our work and other studies (Tomlins et al., 2007; Pyon and Li, 2009) . Just a little overlap was observed among signature genes extracted through three different models on the same time serial prostate cancer expression data ( Figure 1B ). Note that, by introducing a new concept of the time conservation of gene expression (TiCoGE), we present a new strategy to deal with time serial gene expression data ( Figure 1A and Supplementary Figure S1 ). In our method, genes that express consistently across disease stages will be grouped into co-expressed gene sets. In a gene set, those genes will be selected to form a gene cluster, when they show significant cooperative relationships with each other and dynamic conservative properties across disease stages. Finally, genes in clusters are assigned a time conservative score V, here V ¼ V(F, d) is a normalized conditional probability whether or not a gene with certain F and d values could belong to a conservative gene group, F and d are convergence and compactness score of an expressed gene in a cluster, respectively (Supplementary Figure S1) . Accordingly, genes in a cluster ranked with a high time conservative score are most likely to be involved in disease progression and development. We apply our methodology to deal with time serial prostate cancer gene expression data (Tomlins et al., 2007) . Not surprisingly, many genes ranked with high time conservative scores in our calculations have not been found by other studies ( Figure 1B) (Tomlins et al., 2007; Pyon and Li, 2009) .
Making comparisons with Tomlins' and Pyon's methods, our TiCoGE method found 492 genes with high-ranked time conservation scores, and they were grouped into 58 clusters. Most of the prostate cancer-related genes (only 63 genes in total) found by Tomlins et al. (2007) were mainly covered by six TiCoGE clusters, whereas genes from Pyon's methods (1537 genes in total) were scarcely overlapped with our gene sets. They were mainly in 28 TiCoGE clusters (Supplementary Table S1 ) and showed very low coverage with our results. The 28 TiCoGE clusters contained 477 high-ranked genes in total with only 111 overlap genes ( Figure 1B) found by Pyon and Li (2009) .
As we have seen above, the deciphering of cancer-related genes from gene expression profiling data are never simple. Dealing with the same gene expression data by different algorithms often brings very diverse outputs, low overlap and substantial false positives. The bottleneck comes from the extreme heterogeneousness of gene expression data and no guarantee that a pure statistical model will solve the problems. Our methodology was presented in an effort to break through the limitations of pure statistical models and was based on a simple biological assumption: if a group of genes that are conservative co-expressed and emerge as a dynamic cooperative stability across certain biological processes, these genes are most likely functionally closely related with physiological and pathological processes. Then, our methodology TiCoGE is just a strategy to find those gene clusters with strong cooperative dynamic conservative properties across cancer progression stages in dealing with gene expression profiling data.
Just for an evaluation of our TiCoGE method, we randomly choose two small TiCoGE gene clusters (cluster 17 and 20) containing nine genes in total to observe their functions, of which eight genes are missing in Tomlins' and Pyon's methods. They are TTC17, RIN1, HIVEP1, TLR2, NUAK1, IL-13, SLC27A3 and MXRA5 with high time conservative scores V (V . V criterion ¼ 0.7) (Supplementary Figure S2 and Table S2) . Surprisingly, all eight genes are directly (7 of 8) or indirectly (1 of 8) related with prostate cancer, and the functions of those eight genes covered almost all well-known oncogenesis mechanisms or disease models, such as human embryonal cancer stem cells, proliferative disorders, human immunodeficiency, chronic inflammation, out of control of remodeling balance, DNA-damaging, etc.
(Supplementary Materials and methods). We further used the GeneGo database (http://www. genego.com) to classify above nine highranked genes (including SORL1) across various biological pathways. Six genes are involved in 30 biological pathways (P-value from 1.30e 2 15 to 3.08e 2 04). We then merged those 30 biological pathways to form a small gene regulatory network. Genes emerged in the network mediated by well-known oncogenes p53, c-Myc, SP1, and IRF1 ( Figure 1C and Supplementary Report) and showed there exist certain regulatory relationships among them.
In our strategy, conservative and dynamic cooperative properties were firstly introduced to mine gene expression profiling data for finding functional gene signatures. Actually, this method can also be used in dealing with time serial quantitative proteomics or metabolomics data. In view of the outputs, our assumption looks reasonable and the TiCoGE algorithm is quite effective and may also be accordingly sensitive. On the other hand, the TiCoGE algorithm also shows that a reasonable biological assumption is ever important in breaking through the constraints of pure statistical models in biological data mining. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the functions of the remaining 492 highranked genes have not been checked. Those genes are listed in detail with text file inclusive of gene ID, sequence information, and some related functions and literature. It is valuable to elucidate their roles in prostate cancer (Supplementary  Table S2 ). 
